EYE MAKE UP: CHECK PRODUCTS BEFORE PURCHASING BECAUSE PRODUCTS CHANGE

Almay "eye liner crayon contour" with built in sharpener
Almay "liquid eyeliner" lasts up to 16 hrs: flexible tip
Almay "play, intense i - color" Liquid Liner. (Not the crayon)
Almay Amazing Lasting 16 Hour Eye Pencil
Almay Amazing Lasting Eye Pencil Precise
Almay Amazing Lasting Eye Pencil Definite
Almay Blendable Eye Pencil Crayon
Almay Blendable Eye Pencil
Almay Intense I Color Powder Shadows
Almay Intense I-Color Liquid
Almay Liquid Liner
Almay Eyeliner with Built in Sharpener
Almay Amazing I Liner Liquid Eyeliner
Almay Amazing Eye Pencil Precise
Amazing Cosmetics Brow Gel
Amazing Cosmetics Brow Powder
Amazing Cosmetics Collection for Eyes
Amazing Cosmetics Eye Intense Shadow Base
Amazing Cosmetics Younger Looking Eyes (kit)
American Beauty Luxury for Lids Eye Shadow Duo (Kohls)
Anastasia Brow Fix
Anastasia Brow Powder Duo
Anastasia Matte Highlighter
Anastasia Perfect Brown Powder Brow Color
Anastasia Brow Whiz Skinny Brow Pencil
Ardell Brow Defining Powder (and Brush)
Avon Autumn Kits Eye Shadow Quad
Avon Beyond Color Triple Benefit Eyeshadow
Avon Brow Shaper Gel
Avon Color Glide Liquid Eyeliner
Avon Color Oval Eyeliner
Avon Color Trend Eyeshadow
Avon Color Twist Sheer Eye Gloss
Avon Cynthia Rowley for Avon Eye Shadow Quad
Avon Essential Eyeliner
Avon Eye Shadow Trio
Avon Fabulous Florals Eye shadow
Avon Feeling Fine Ultra Thin Eye Lining Pencil
Avon Liquid Eyeliner
Avon In a Blink Line and Shadow Pencil
Avon Perfect Wear Everlasting Powder Eye Shadow
Avon Perfect Wear Liquid Eyeliner
Avon Precision Powder Eye Shadow
Avon Pro Brow Enhancer
Avon Roller Ball Eyeshadow
Avon Shimmer Shadow and Liner Duo
Avon Smoky Eyes Eyeliner
Avon True Color Eye Shadow Quad
Bare Essentials Mineral Eye Shadows
Bare Escentuals Buxon Insider Eyeliner
Bare Escentuals Brow Color
Bed Head 4-Play Eye Shadow
Bed Head Cyertropics Eye Shadow
Benefit FY Eye Eye Shadow Base
Benefit High Brow and Instant Brow Bundle
Benefit Instant Brow Enhancing Pencil with Spoolie Tool
Billion Dollar Brows Duo Highlighter
Blink Kiss Me Eyeliner
Bobbi Brown Eye Shadow
Bobbi Brown Shimmer Wash Eye Shadow
Bobbi Brown Long Wear Gel Eyeliner
Boots No 7 Amazing Eye Pencil
Boots No 7 Beautiful Brows
Boots No 7 Lash and Brow Perfector
Boots No 7 Liquid Eyeliner
Boots No 7 Stay Perfect Shadow
Boots No 7 Stay Perfect Eye Mousse
Boots No 7 Stay Perfect Eyeliner
Borghese Eyeshadow Quad (Kirkland: Costco)
Borghese Loose Mineral Shadow
Borghese Mineral Eyeliner
Borghese Nelle Colore Minerali Eyes Eye Color Collection (shadows/pencils)
Bourjois Eye Shadow
Bourjois Wet Dry Eye Shadow
Brow Pro By Claudia Brush and Powder (www.drugstore.com)
Cargo Eye Brightener Stick
Cargo Eye Pencil for Eyes
Cargo Eye Shadow Eyecolor
CG Perfect Blend Pencil
Chanel Le Crayon Khol Intense Eye Pencil
Chanel Ligne Extreme Liquid Eye Liners
Chanel Ombre Essentielle Soft Touch Eye Shadow
Cleure Eye Pencil
Cleure Loose Mineral Powders
Cleure Pressed Powder Shadows ALL CLEURE SALES BENEFIT THE FIBROMYALGIA TREATMENT CENTER- no salicylates, paraben, aluminum or lead. No colors imported from China www.cleure.com/ftc
Clinique Colour Surge Eye Shadow
Clinique High Impact Eye Shadow (TRIO ONLY)
Clinique Quickliner for Eyes
Clinique Brush-On Cream Liner (jar with brush)
Clinique Brush On Cream Liner
Clinique Touch Base for Eyes
Clinique Brow Shaper
Color Glide Liquid Eye Liner
Color Me Beautiful Eye Liner Pencil
Color Science White Haute Rock Quartet Ice Collection
Cover Girl and Olay Eye Concealer
Cover Girl Exact Defining Eyeliner
Cover Girl Exact Eyelights Eyeliner Eye Brightening Liner
Cover Girl Smokey Blast Shadow Stick
Cover Girl Exact Eyelights Brightening Shadow
Cover Girl Exact Line Liquid Eye Pencil
Cover Girl Eye Enhancers Eye Shadow
Cover Girl Shimmer Eye Pen
Cover Girl Outlast Smooth All Day Eyeliner
CoverGirl Line Exact Liquid Liner Pen
Cover Girl Exact Eyelights Eyeliner
Cover Girl Smoky Shadow Blast Shadow Stick
Delux Beauty Glimmer Highlighter, Bronze Glimmer 0.3 fl oz (9.3 ml)
Dianne Brill Cosmetics Brow & Lash Lingerie Base, Bra and Panties
Dior I-Couleur Powder Mono Eye Shadow
Dior Show Brow Styler Set
Dior 5 Colour Eye Shadiw
DuWop Duet Powdered Eyeshadow
DuWop Pay Off Eye Shadow Intensifier
DuWop Eye Catcher Pencil
Dior-5 Colour Eye Shadow
DuWop Browow Darker 3 in 1 Eye Candy
DuWop Everyday Minerals Black Eyeliner
e.l.f. Brightening Eye Color
e.l.f. Essentials Eyeliner Pen
e.l.f. Essentials Liquid Eyeliner
e.l.f. Eye Shadow Primer
e.l.f. Matte Eye Shadow
e.l.f. Studio Eye Primer and Liner Sea
e.l.f. Cream Eyeliner
e.l.f. Essentials Regular and Waterproof Mascara Duo
e.l.f. Essentials Wet Gloss Lash and Brow (clear)
e.l.f. Eye Shadow Cream
e.l.f. Duo Eye Shadow Cream
e.l.f. Eye Widener (white pencil)
e.l.f. Eyelid Primer
e.l.f. Eyeshadow Primer
e.l.f. Eyeshadow
e.l.f. Lengthening and Defining Mascara
e.l.f. Liquid Eyeshadow
e.l.f. Mascara
e.l.f. Pigment Eye Shadow
e.l.f. Studio Eye transformer Palette
e.l.f. Studio Eyebrow Treat and Tame
e.l.f. Studio Lengthening and Volumnizing Mascara
e.l.f. Studio Mineral Infused Masacara
e.l.f. Wet Gloss Lash and Brow Clear
Elizabeth Arden Brow Shaper and Eyeliner
Elizabeth Arden Color Intrigue Eye Pencil
Elizabeth Arden Color Intrigue Eye Shadow (Quad)
Elizabeth Arden Dual Perfection Pressed Powder Shadows
Elizabeth Arden Dual Perfection Brow Shaper and Eyeliner
Elizabeth Arden Eye Fix Eye Primer
Elizabeth Arden Pretty Irresistible Color Intrigue Eye Shadow
Elizabeth Arden Smoky Eyes Powder Pencil
Estee Lauder Automatic Eye Pencil Duo
Elizabeth Arden Color Intrigue Eyeliner
Elizabeth Arden Color Intrigue Gel Eyeliner
Estee Lauder Color Intensity Micro Fine Eye Shadow
Everyday Minerals Black Eyeliner
Femme Couture Cake Eyeliner (www.sallybeauty.com)
Femme Coutre Eye Shadow
Femme Coutre Flawless Touch Under Eye Concealer
Femme Coutre Gel Eyeliner Black
Femme Coutre Liquid Eyeliner Black
Fibropharmacy Eye Pencils
Fibropharmacy Eye Shadows: Mineral and Pressed
Fibropharmacy Gel Eyeliner www.fibropharmacy.com
Firt Dreamy Eyes Eye Shadow
Flirt Opening Line Liquid Eye Shadow
Flirt Whipped Eye Shadow Mousse KOHLS
Fresh Minerals Loose Mineral Eye shadow
Giorgio Armani Eye Mania 4 Designing Colors
Giorgio Armani Eye Shadow
Giorgio Armani Smooth Silk Eye Pencil
girlactik Beauty Glam Eye Powder Silky Loose Metallic Shadow
girlactik Beauty Star Shadow Silky Eyeshadow
Givenchy Le Pisme Mono Eye Shadows
Givenchy Le Prisme Blush Powder Blush
Guerlain Liquid Eye Liner
Guerlain Terracotta Fard Indien Mineral Eyeshadow
Guerlain Tarracotta Khol Kajal Intense Indian Kohl
Guerlain Teracotta Fard Indien Mineral Eye Shadow
Good Skin Smooth Color Eye Shadow Quads
Good Skin Two Perfect Eyes Concealer Duo
Hard Candy Bling Bling Eye Glitter + Base
Hard Candy Eye Shadow Quartet
Hard Candy Get Personal Eye Pencil System
Hard Candy Princess Party Face Palette, Light Shadow Shimmer & Gloss
Hot Pot Gel Liner
Hourglass Visionaire Eye Shadow Duo
i.d. bare minerals eyeshadow
i.d. bareMinerals Glimpse
id bare minerals Eye Quickies
Illamasqua Pure Pigment (eyes, brows, cheeks)
Illamasqua Powdered Metal (loose metallic powder)
Illamasqua Liquid Metal (Cream)
Illamasqua 4 Color Liquid Metal Palette
Illuminare Eye Shadows (all) www.illuminarecosmetics.com
Illuminare Beoyd Black Everlasting Eyeliner Gel
Iman Luxury Eye Shadow
Iman Perfect Eye Brow Pencil
Iman Perfect Eye Pencil
Isadora Gleaming Eye Shadow (wet and dry) (Walgreens)
Isadora Triple Eye Shadow
Jane Liquid Eyes Endless Eyeliner
Jane Iredale Eye Gloss
Jelly Pong Dynamic Eye Duo Shadow (Eye Shadow pairs also)
Jelly Pong Pong Single & Lovin It Single Eye Shadow
Jelly Pong Pong Twin Tips Dual Ended Eye Shimmer (beauty.com)
JK (Jemma Kidd) Style I Pro Duo (Target)
JK High Design Eye Color
JK I-tech Liquid Line
JOEY New York Eye Shading Powder, Eye Believe
Kevyn Aucoin The Eye Pencil Primatif with Applicator Smudge Tip
Kevyn Aucoin The Liquid Shimmer Liquid Highlight
Kirkland by Borghese Eye Shadow Quad
Kiss Me Eyeliner (liquid)
LA Splash Crystalized Glitter
LA Splash Diamond Dust
LA Splash Diamond Lux Pressed Shadow
LA Splash Enlightened Creamy Shadow Base
LA Splash Eyeshadow Sealer/Base
LA Splash High Impact Mineral Matte Eye Shadow
LA Splash Illuminating Highlighting Pressed Shadow
LA Splash Irresistible Smudge-Proof Pencil
LA Splash Metallic Eyeliner
Lancome Art Liner Eye Liner Point Precision
Lancome Brow Expert Modele Sourcils (brow groomer)
Lancome Colour Design Sensation Effects Eye Shadow (Metallic)
Lancome Colour Design Bronze Riviera Eye Palette
Lancome Colour Design Sensational Effects Eye Shadow
Lancome Colour Design Bronze Riveria Eye Palette
Lancome Colour Focus Eye Shadow
Lancome Le Crayon Khôl Eye Pencil
Lancôme Modele Sourcils Brown Expert
Lancôme Ombre Absolue Radiant Smooth Eye Shadow Duo
LA Splash Metallic Mascara
LA Splash Remarkable Eyeliner Pen
LA Splash Smoky Duo Eye shadow
Laura Geller Brow Maker
Laura Geller Brow Pencil
Laura Geller Eye Stay Cream Shadow
Laura Mercier Eye Colour
Laura Mercier Eye Shadows
Laura Mercier Eye Brow Pencil
Lola Eye Shadow
L’Oreal Double Extend Eye Illuminator Eyeliner (with white liner)
L’Oreal Lineur Intense Brush Tip Liquid Eyeliner
L’Oreal Pencil Perfect Self Advancing Duo
L’Oreal Pop Duets Liner
L’Oreal Pop Duets Shadow
L’Oreal Lineur Intense Felt Tip Liquid Eyeliner
L’Oreal Professional Eye Shadow
L’Oreal Rhythmic Eyes
L’Oreal Sheer Brights Sheer Color Eye Shadow
L’Oreal Color Truth Cream Eyeliner
L’Oreal Color Truth Felt Tip Liner
L’Oreal Eye Shadow Dips
L’Oreal HIP Color Truth Eye Shadow
L’Oreal HIP Color Truth Eyeliner (pencil)
L’Oreal HIP Color Truth Liquid Eyeliner
L’Oreal HIP Eyeliners (all)
L’Oreal HIP Pure Pigment Eye Shadow
L’Oreal Le Kohl Pencil Eyeliner
L’Oreal Line Intensifique Extreme Wear Liquid Liner Mineral
L’Oreal Lineur Intense Defining Liquid
L’Oreal Mistake Proof Marker Eyeliner
L’Oreal Pencil Perfect Automatic Eye Liner
L’Oreal Pure Pigment Shadow Stick
L’Oreal Professional Eye Shadow
L’Oreal Studio Secrets The One Sweep Eyeshadow
L’Oreal Super Liner (Liquid)
L’Oreal Telescopic Precision Liquid Eyeliner
L’Oreal Wear Infinite Sheer Brights (Eye Shadow)
L’Oreal Sophisticated Eye Looks Lineur Intense Brush Tip Liquid
L’Oreal Eyeliner Mistake Proof Marker
L’Oreal Color Truth Eyeliner
L’Oreal Color Truth Liquid Eyeliner
L’Oreal Felt Tip Liquid Eyeliner
L’Oreal Pencil Perfect Eyeliner
Lumene Delight Duo Eye Shadow
Lumene Eye Graphics Eyeliner Pencil
Lumene Eye Make Up Base
Lumene Intelligent Eye Liner Pencil
Lorac Behind the Scenes Eye Primer
Lorac Glam Rocks Loose Metallic Eyeliner
L’Oreal Sophisticated Eye Looks Lineur Ingense Brush Tip Liquid Eye Liner
L’Oreal Eyeliner Mistake Proof Marker
L’Oreal Color Truth Eyeliner
L’Oreal Color Truth Cream Eyeliner
L’Oreal Felt Tip Liquid Eyeliner
L’Oreal Pencil Perfect Eyeliner
L’Oreal HIP Pure Pigment Shadow Stick
Luminess Air Calligraphy Eyeliner Duo
Luminess Air Tri Lash Eyelash Revitalizer
Lumene Eyebrow Graphics Eyebrow Pencil
Luvu Beauty Brow Powder
MAC Everyday Minerals Brow Color
MAC Eyeshadow
MAC Brow Shader
MAC Small Eyeshadows
MAC Brow Set
MAC China Marker
MAC Colouring Stick
MAC Cream Colour Base
MAC Eye Pencil
MAC Eye Shadow and All Over Spray
MAC Eye Shadows (Frad A Paupiers)
MAC Eyeliner Kajal
MAC FluidLine Gel Eyeliner
MAC Liquid Eyeliner
MAC Liquid Last Eyeliner
MAC Cream Liner
MAC Gel Eyeliner
MAC Glitter Cream Eyeliner
MAC Paints Eye Shadow
MAC Shadestick v
MAC Sheer Color Extract
Make Up Forever Eye Shadow
Make Up Forever Waterproof Eyeliner
Mary Kay Powder Perfect & MK Signature Eye Color
Mary Kay Signature Liner
Mary Kay Signature Liquid Eye Pencil
Mary Kay Signature Liquid Eyeliner
Mary Kay Signature Eye Color and Mineral Color
Mary Kay Signature Ultimate Mascara and Waterproof Mascara
Mary Kay Signature Lash Lengthening Mascara
Mary Kay Eyesicles Eye Color
Mary Kay Signature Brow Definer Pencil
Mary Kay Mineral Eye Color
Max Factor Eyebrow and Eyeliner
Max Factor Eye Shadow
Max Factor Max Eyeliner
Max Factor Max Eyes Shadow
Maybelline Lasting Drama by EyeStudio Gel Eyeliner
Maybelline Line Works Liquid Liner, Waterproof
Maybelline Stiletto Line Ultimate Precision Liquid Eyeliner
Maybelline Ultra Eyebrow Brush On Color
Maybelline Define a Line Eye Pencil
Maybelline Expert Wear Defining Eye Liner
Maybelline Expert Wear Eye Shadow
Maybelline Expert Wear Eye Shadow Trio
Maybelline Eye Express Easy Lining Pen
Maybelline Lasting Drama Gel Eyeliner Intense Color
Maybelline Liquid Eyes
L'Oreal "Lineur Intense" Felt tip Liquid Eyeliner
L'Oreal "Lineur Intense" Brush tip Liquid Eyeliner
Maybelline Ultra Liner Liquid Liner Waterproof
Maybelline Waterproof Liquid Eyeliner
Maybelline Ultra Eyebrow Brush On Color
MK Signature Liquid Eyeliner/Signature Eye Liner
Milani Liquif'Eye Metallic Eyeliner Pencil
Milani Loose Eye Shadow Powder
Mineral fusion Eye Pencil
Nars Cream Eye Shadow
Nars Cream to Powder Eyeshadow
Nars Credilo Eye Shadow
Nars Eye Shadow Duo Compact (and single eyeshadow compact)
Nars Smudge Proof Eye Shadow Base
Morgen Schick Eye Attraction Eye Color
Morgen Schick Gleaming Liquid Eyeliner Inca Noir
Nars Smudge Proof Eye Shadow Base
Neutrogena Mineral Sheers Eye Shadows
Neutrogena Nourishing Eye Shadow
Neutrogena Nourishing Eye Liner
NV Perricone Ceramic Eye Smoother (Oil Free)
NYC Eye Shadow
NYC Eye Shadow Trio
NYC Liquid Eyeliner
NYC Little Black Bag Gloss, Shadow, Blush
NYC Sparkle Eye Dust
NYX Auto Eye Pencil
NYX Eye Shadows (www.nyx.com)
NYX Glitter Mania Pencil
NYX Jumbo Eye Pencil
NYX Liquid Liner
NYX Mosaic Powder Eye Shadow
Paula Dorf Brow Tint Eyebrow Gel
Paula Dorf Eye Color Eye shadow
Paula Dorf Eye Primer
Paula Dorf Glimmer Eye Color
Paula Dorf Transformer (turns shadow into liquid liner)
Paula Dorf 2+1 for Brows
Paula's Choice Brow/Hair Tint
Paula's Choice Eye and Brow Pencil
Paula's Choice Fine Brow and Liner Pencil
Paula's Choice Gel Eyeliner
Paula's Choice Soft Matte Eye Shadows
To order Paula's Choice: tp://paulaschoice.com/?a=claudiamarekla

to benefit the FTC
Perfect Wear Liquid Eye Liner
Philosophy Big Gorgeous Eyes Pencil
Physicians Formula Color Eyes Cream Eyeshadow Stick
Physicians Formula Baked Collection Wet Dry Shadow
Physicians Formula Brightening Liquid Eye Liner
Physicians Formula Custom Bronzer Blush and Eye Shadow
Physicians Formula Eye Definer Automatic Pencil
Physicians Formula Eye Definer Automatic Pencil Metallic
Physicians Formula Eyebrightening Eyeliner (Liquid)
Physicians Formula Flat Liner Auto Pencil
Physicians Formula Flat Liner Automatic Pencil
Physicians Formula Matte Quad Eye Shadow
Physicians Formula Micro Kohl Automatic Pencil
Physicians Formula Micro Kohl Eye Definer Ultra Slim Automatic Pencil
Physicians Formula Mineral Eye Shadow Quad
Physicians Formula Mineral Fluid Powder Eye Shadow
Physicians Formula Mineral Wear Eye Shadow Duo
Physicians Formula Mineral Wear Eyeliner Pencil
Physicians Formula Multi Colored Eye Brightener
Physicians Formula Retro Glow Liquid Eyeshadow
Physicians Formula Retro Liquid Kohl
Physicians Formula Shimmer Strips Custom Eye Enhancing Gel Cream Liner
Physicians Formula Talc Free Mineral Wear Eyeliner Pencil
Physicians Formula Virtual Eyes Eye Shadow and Contour Pencil
Physicians Formula Virtual Eyes Liquid Multi-Reflective Eyeliner
Physicians Formula Wonder Brown Automatic Brow Wax Stick
Pixi Lumi Eye Lux Palette (Target)
Pixi Set Loose Shadow Duo
Pixi Smokey Eye Wand
Pixi Gel Liner
Playboy Beauty Perfect Pair Brow Gel/Liner
Pop Beauty Lid Pastel
Pop Beauty Cat Eyes Crayon
Pop Beauty Hot Pot Gel Liner
Pop Beauty Eye Shaper Popper (shadows)
Prescriptives Color Scope Eye Color
Prescriptives Colorscope Shimmer Sheer Loose Eye Color
Prescriptives Colorscope Creamy Eye Color
Prescriptives Deluxe Eye Crayon
Prescriptives Deluxe Eye Pencil
Prescriptives Pick Two Eye Shadows
Prestige Eye Shadow
Prestige Waterproof Eyeliner
Ramy Cream Quad Lip, Cheek and Eye Color
Ramy Eye Shadow Golden Glow
Ramy Eye shadows
Ramy Matte Trio Powder Eye Shadow
Ramy Miracle Brow Gel and Applicator in Compact
Ramy Whipped Liqui-Air Color
Ready to Wear Design a Brow
Ready to Wear Design a Brow Long Wearing Pen
Ready to Wear Shape and Style Eyebrow Pencil with Sharpener
Ready to Wear Design A Eyeliner
Ready to Wear Designer Eye Base
Ready to Wear Eyebrow Base Duo
Ready to Wear Shaper Style for Eyebrows
Revlon Color Stay Liquid Eye Pen
Revlon Beyond Natural Defining Eye Pencil
Revlon All Day Waterproof Timeliner for Eyes
Revlon ColorStay Liquid Eye Pen
Revlon Beyond Natural Eyeliners (all)
Revlon Beyond Natural Defining Eye Pencil
Revlon Line Fantasy Cream Eyeliner
Revlon Brow Maker
Revlon Beyond Natural Eye Defining Pencil
Revlon Color Satin Eye Shadow
Revlon Color Stay 12 Hour Eye Shadow
Revlon Color Stay Mineral Eye Shadow
Revlon Color Stay Eyeliner with Soft Flex
Revlon Waterproof Color Stay Liquid Eye Pen (No-mess liquid liner)
Revlon Color Stay Eyeliner for Eyes
Revlon Eye and Cheek Tint
Revlon "Color Stay" Eyeliner Crayon
Revlon Eye Glide Eye Shadow
Revlon High Dimension Eye Pencil
Revlon Illuminance Creme Shadow
Revlon Lash Jewels Eye Accents
Revlon Molten Metal Liquid Shadow
Revlon SkinLights Color Lighting for Eyes, Cheeks
Revlon Wet Dry Eyeliner
Revlon Color Stay Liquid Eye Make Up Pen
Revlon Color Stay Liquid Eye Pen
Rimmel All Over Jumbo Pencil
Rimmel Extreme Definition Two Tone Eye Definer
Rimmel Get in Line Liquid Eye Shadow
Rimmel Metallic Eye Gloss
Rimmel Professional Liquid Eyeliner
Rimmel Color Rush Duo Eyeshadow
Rimmel Colour Loose Eyeshadow
Rimmel Color Eye Shadow
Rimmel Colour Rush Mono Eyeshadow
Rimmel Colour Rush Quad Eye Shadow
Rimmel Exaggerate Waterproof Eye Definer
Rimmel Eyeful Eye Glistener
Rimmel Extra Super Lash Curved Mascara
Rimmel Extra Super Lash Mascara
Rimmel Flash Eyeliner
Rimmel Glam Eyes Lash Flirt Mascara
Rimmel Glam Eyes Liquid Liner
Rimmel Glam Eyes Professional Liner
Rimmel Lash Maxxxx Extreme Black Mascara
Rimmel Lash Maxxxx Waterproof Mascara
Rimmel Magnif Eyes Black Mascara
Rimmel Magnif Eyes Extreme Mascara
Rimmel Professional Eyebrow Pencil
Rimmel Professional Liquid Eyeliner
Rimmel Sexy Curves Intense Black Mascara
Rimmel Sexy Curves Mascara
Rimmel Smokin Kohl Powder Eye Shadow
Rimmel Extreme Definition Two Tone Eyeliner
Rimmel Volume Flash Extreme Black Mascara
Rimmel Volume Flash Mascara
Rimmel Volume Flash Mousse Mascara
Rimmel Rush Trio Eyeshadow
Sebastian Trucco Brow Shaper
Sebastian Trucco Eye Shadows
Sephora Retractable Waterproof Liner
Shiseido The Make Up Silky Eye Shadow Duo
Shiseido The Make Up Accentuating Cream Eyeliner
Skin Alison Raffaele Light Shadow Cream Eye Shadow
Signature A Club By Adrienne No Transfer Eye Color
Smashbox Eye Illusion Shadow
Smashbox Eye Shadows
Smashbox Gel Eyeliner
Smashbox Photo Op Under Eye Brightener
Smashbox Soft Focus Powder Eyeliner
Smashbox Waterproof Shadow Liner Duo
Smashbox Bloom Eye Shadow Palette
Smashbox Brow Tech (Gel and brow pencil combo)
Smashbox Brow Tech to Go
Sonia Kashuk Brow Definer THESE ARE THE TARGET BRAND
Sonia Kashuk Brow Kit
Sonia Kashuk Enhance Eye Color
Sonia Kashuk Eye Definer (Target)
Sonia Kashuk Eye Shadow Palette
Sonia Kashuk Eye Smudge
Sonia Kashuk Powder Partners Eye Shadow
Sorme Wet and Dry Longlasting Eye Shadow
Stila Eye Shadows
Stila All Day Waterproof Liquid Eyeliner
Stila Convertible Eye Color Dual Shadow and Liner
Stila Eye Shadow Pan
Stila Lid Crease Liner
Studio Gear Cake Eyeliner
Stila Smokey Eye Palette
Stila Smudge Pot Gel Eyeliner
Styli-Style Brow Liner
Styli-Style Kajal Bullit (www.styli-style.com)
Styli-Style Line and Seal 24
Styli-Style Liquid Eyeliner 24 (hour) (found at CVS Pharmacy)
Sue Devitt Electric Sheen Eyeshadow
Sue Devitt Silky Matte Eye Shadow
Sugar Glitter Eye Shadow Trio
Stila Pro Artist Palette (6 Shadows)
Stila Smudge Pots Gel Eyeliner with Brush
Tarina Tarantion Magic Hour Cream Shadow
Tarte eyeliner pencil
tarte pressed shadow matte
tarte pressed shadow shimmer
tarte tri-fold compact
thebalm shady lady creaseless cream Eye Shadow (beauty.com)
3 Custom Color Brow Gel
3 Custom Color Specialists Brow Powder
3 Custom Color Specialists Wet Dry Shadow for Eyes
Too Faced Candy Bars Eye Shadow and Shimmer Barbados
Too Faced Liquif-Eye Smudge & Water Resistant Liquid Liner
Tarte EmphasEYES Smoldering Clay Waterproof Liner Duo
Too Faced Shadow Insurance
Ulta Extreme Wear Cream to Powder Eye Color
Ulta Mineral Powder Eyeshadow
Ulta Eye Shadow Quad
Urban Decay Glitter Eyeshadow
Urban Decay Duo Tone Eye Shadow
Urban Decay Deluxe Eye Shadow
Urban Decay 24/7 Glide-On Shadow Pencil
Urban Decay Cosmetics Eyelash Primer Potion
Urban Decay Eye Shadow Cream Eye Shadow (gel based)
Urban Decay Eye Shadow Primer Potion
Urban Decay Eyeshadow Ammo Shadow Box
Urban Decay Eyeshadow Primer Potion Eyeshadow Base
Urban Decay Liquid Eyeliner/Liquid Shadows
Urban Decay Loose Pigments Eye Shadow
Urban Decay Matte Shadow Threesome
Urban Decay Precious Metals Eye Shadow
Urban Decay Shadow Box For Eyes, Eye Shadow Palette
Urban Decay Smoke out Powder Eye Pencil
Urban Decay Smoke out Eye Shadow
Urban Decay Star Dust Eye Shadow
Vincent Longo Bi-Brow Powder and Pomade
Vincent Longo Ego Pencil
Vincent Longo Trio Eyeshadow
Vincent Longo Golden Goddess Shimmer Powder
Vincent Longo Eyebrow Pencil with Sharpener
Wet n Wild Eyes Shadow Duo
Wet n Wild h20 Proof Liquid Eyeliner
Wet n Wild Ultimate Expressions Eyeshadow Palette
Wet N Wild Mega Eyes Cream Eyeliner
Wet N Wild Mega Liner Liquid Eyeliner
Wet N Wild Liquid Eyeliner
Wonder Brow Automatic Brow Stick
Ybf Eyes on the Eyes Duo Make Up
YSL Moire Liquid Eyeliner
Yves St Laurent Dessin du Regard Haute Tenue Long Lasting Eye Pencil

PALLETTES
C THeory Color Chance (cvs pharmacy)
Duwop Pretty Mystical Face Palette
e.l.f Brightening Eye Color Palette
Milani All Over Face, Cheek and Eye Color
Physicians Formula Powder Palette Mineral Glow Pearls
Physicians Formula Shimmer Strips Custom Eye Enhancing Shadow & Liner Pop Collection
Smashbox Bloom Eye Shadow Palette
Stila Jewel Eye Shadow Palette
Two Faced Love Lisa Beauty Battle Box
Two Faced French and Fabulous Palette

Eyelash Primers/Conditioners
El Solutions Lash Primer
Jan Marini Age Intervention Eyelash Conditioner
MD Lash Factor
Paula Dorf Perfect Lash Thickener and Conditioner
ProCyte MD Lash Factor
Revitalash Eyelash Conditioner
Talika Eyelash Extender
Tweezerman Fast Lash Lengthening Fibers